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Grand House Wines
Grand Rosé            R57 / R221
Deep blush tones with notes of cherry and strawberry, followed by 
crisp summer fruit salad.
Grand Sauvignon Blanc                 R57 / R221
Packed with fruit, spice and crisp freshness.
Grand Red             R57 / R221
Multiple layers of fruit, soft tannins and a lingering finish.
Suzette Cuvée Brut              R195 / R920 / R3000
Light and bright in appearance, with displays of flint and 
expressive tropical fruit flavours.

WHITE WINES, SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE    

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling
Pongrácz Brut NV             R97 / R470
Layers of toast and ripe fruits, enlivened by a firm mousse and 
persistent bead.
Pongrácz Rosé                    R97 / R470
Delicate yeasty tones, layered with toast and ripe fruit, enlivened by a firm 
mousse and persistent bead.
L’Ormarins Brut Classique         R105 / R515
Elegant, fresh and lively - this wine is rich in minerality with hints of brioche, citrus 
and appley notes. Good vibrancy on the nose with perfumey notes balancing the 
ripe fruitiness and fresh lime character. The palate displays a crisp natural acidity, 
however rounded with a creamy texture and a long, pleasant finish.
L’Ormarins Rose Brut Classique        R105 / R515
Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance.Delicious whi�s of charming 
raspberry and strawberry aromas vie with a peppery spice nuance on the nose. 
The palate is vivid with lively bubbles of bright red berries and a crisp acidity.
L’Ormarins Brut Rose Vintage        R550
Eye-catching faint salmon pink hue. Bubbles rise in a consistent vigorous, lively 
stream. Gentle berry notes on the nose – strawberry and raspberry with a slight 
cream and biscuit nuance. The palate is vibrant and lively with crisp berry fruit 
flavours – raspberries and strawberries that are still a touch tart – but deliciously so.
L’Ormarins Private Cuvee         R1350
With a pale onion skin hue, L’Ormarins Private Cuvée o�ers a vigorous bead of 
fine, pristine bubbles and aromas of yeast with underlying red berries and stone fruit. 
These nuances are rounded by subtle honeyed note. As you take your first sip, 
your palate is met with tangy and refreshing flavours of lemon and marmalade.
Krone Borealis                   R504
Complex yet elegant with hints of brioche, walnut and a zingy finish that 
leaves a wonderful scent of stewed pear.
Graham Beck Brut        R565
Creamy green fruits and yellow floral on the nose. Fresh and fruity style.
Graham Beck Brut Rosé            R565
Raspberry, cherry and a few secondary whi�s of minerality. A lively mousse, 
but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours.
Krone Brut Rosé                        R335
Pomegranate and cut red apple. Fine, creamy mousse with a punch of juicy, 
rich berry.
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut           R465
Fresh floral flavours, hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavours of red berry 
and baked apple add complexity.
Pongrácz Noble Nectar                       R512
Sweet and full of sparkle. 
Boschendal Brut                     R542
Enticing lemon cream and almond biscotti precede lovely layers of citrus 
and a long, fresh finish.
Spier Methode Cap Classique Brut               R467
Fresh clean nose with hints of apple and biscuits.
Durbanville Hills Sparkling           R300
Notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, pineapple, peach and tropical fruit.
Pongrácz Desiderius                  R1474
Citrus, apple and nuts on the palate. Medium body with creamy note.
Cinzano To-Spritz               R556
Crisp and well balanced acidity with just enough residual sugar to add a 
touch of smoothness.
Vergelegen Brut         R900
Lovely fine mousse with a hint of toast, citrus, spice and baked apples. 
Long, lingering and refreshing aftertaste.

 Prosecco
Martini                           R109 / R530 
Pear, quince and elderflower with hints of apple, peach and honeycomb. 
Cinzano           R555 
An aromatic, dry sparkling wine made from white Muscat grapes specially 
selected from the best vineyards of the Colline Trevigiane in Northern Italy.  
Zardetto Prosecco Tradizione          R850
Lemon-yellow in colour with elegant, refined bubbles that form a hearty 
white froth. Aromas of white flowers, apricot and herbs create a delicately 
soft bouquet. The palate is comprised of citrus, orange blossoms and stone 
fruits. Fresh citrus and floral notes linger on the finish. 

Champagne
Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label                   R2380
Complex aromas of ripe apple and beautiful ripe fruit.
Veuve Clicquot Rich                  R3215
Lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes and a silky finish. 
Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé                                                                                 R2915
Flavours of raspberry, toast, orange peel and ground ginger.

Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial                          R2670                                                      
An intense, fruity bouquet of stone fruit with notes of raspberry. Sweetness 
of caramel and quince jelly and acidity of grapefruit and ginger.
Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV                  R2100 
Revealing apple, pear and yellow peach, honey, floral nuances and elegant 
blonde notes.
Moët & Chandon Rosé Impérial                                R2540                                
Lots of lively raspberry, elegant, racy and seamless with lasting flavours
G.H. Mumm Brut Grand Cordon                        R2180
A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and a hint 
of toast.    
G.H. Mumm Grand Cordon Rosé                      R2550
Notes of fresh summer berries with hints of caramel and vanilla.
Luc Belaire Luxe                      R1605
The wine is perfectly presented complements that the rich is yet refreshing cuvée 
within. The stunning bottle is painted an elegant snow white, with an opulent gold silk
screened label and matching gold foil treatment on its neck and capsule.
Luc Belaire Rare Rosé                      R1605
A dramatically beautiful sparkling rose: a rich, vibrant pink color. A rich red fruit 
bouquet precedes an elegant palate of strawberry and black currant, resulting in a
perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body, and finish: refreshing but not too sweet. 
Luc Belaire Gold                      R1605
Balanced and elegant, the wine begins with aromas of stone fruits, ripe pear, and 
brioche. Tropical notes of mango complement fresh Chardonnay fruit and limestone
on the palate. Finely structured and delicate, the wine has a light, dry finish. 
G.H Mumm Demi-Sec                      R2670
Fruity, rich and intense on the nose with aromas of soft peach, pear 
and tropical fruit, backed by hints of honey and vanilla.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial Rosé                  R2730
A glowing pink with notes of red berry and summer fruit. A harmonious 
balance of fruitiness and freshness.

Chardonnay
Warwick First Lady                    R72 / R278
Floral notes of citrus peel and ginger. Fresh with a touch of toasty French 
oak and light, fruity, soft citrus on the palate.
Spier Seaward              R83 / R324
Juicy stone fruit flavours balanced by a nice acidity.
Durbanville Hills The Cableway                           R95 / R370
Citrus, orange blossoms and peach notes on the nose, kiwi fruit, peach 
and winter melon on the palate.
Fat Bastard                     R270
Nicely oaked with butter, apricot and honey and ripe fruit flavours on the 
followthrough.
Ernest Gouws & Co                             R315
Lightly wooded, elegant and rich with delicate notes of stone fruit, orange 
peel and fresh almonds. 
Hamilton Russell                             R1542
Unusually prominent pear and lime fruit aromas.
Steenberg Fleet Sphynx                            R493
Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch and vanilla jump out of the 
glass. The palate is soft and smooth with hints of stone fruits, citrus 
and custard like creaminess on the finish. 

Sauvignon Blanc
Spier Signature                   R60 / R230
Aromas of full tropical fruit, yellow pepper and herbal fynbos 
grassiness.
Warwick First Lady            R71 / R280
An abundance of fig, passion fruit, gooseberry, grapefruit and lime aromas.
De Grendel          R325
Clean, fresh and zippy tastes with bags of richly flavoured, beautifully 
balanced fruit.
Iona                 R455
Granadilla and pineapple on the nose, as well as lime and a little jasmine.
Creation                           R359
Aromas of elderflower, minerals and tropical fruit. 
Klein Constantia                        R451
Bright and light in colour with aromas of white peach and berry.
Delaire Gra� Coastal Cuvee         R451
Tropical and light citrus flavours with a strong presence of minerality. 
A lovely lime-yellow colour with a very crisp taste.
Southern Right                               R415
Flavours of grapefruit and orange peel with a hint of dill.
Ken Forrester Reserve                              R251
A mix of tangy grassy notes, fig leaf, peach and nectarine.
Brampton                              R235
Expressive tropical fruit salad aromas are followed by underlying green fig 
and apple notes.

Chenin Blanc
Fleur du Cap                      R68 / R238
Appealing notes of winter melon, white blossoms, sandalwood and 
fresh citrus.
Ken Forrester Petit        R47 / R175
Crisp green apple on the nose and palate with balanced acidity and 
a satisfying finish.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R290
Vivid peach, apricot and melon aromas on the nose. A lively entry to the 
palate with ample fresh fruit, balanced by crisp and refreshing acidity.
Spier 21 Gables                              R696
Pale gold with lemon-rind rim. Notes of soft dried apricots with an oak 
and vanilla undertow.

Van Loveren                              R208
Perfumy aromas of quince, guava and delightful Granny Smith apple.
Cavalli Reserve          R435
Crisp layers of tropical and stone fruits complimented by notes of vanilla, 
honey and spiced oak.

White Blends/Others
Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc                     R56 / R135
A light yet fruity palate of gooseberry, green melon and hints of green 
pepper.
Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir                   R78 / R290
An abundance of zesty fruit, most notably white peach, lychee and 
red fruit.
Spier Signature Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R170
Light salmon pink with aromas of strawberry and yellow apple and a crisp 
fruity finish.
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R300
Sun dried strawberries and chunky watermelon, the brilliant citrus and 
backbone from the Chardonnay and the raspberry/red currant notes 
from the Pinot Noir.

 Rosé
Delaire Gra� Cabernet Franc Rosé                    R83 / R323
Flavours of ripe strawberry, cassis, candyfloss and dark red berry.
Warwick First Lady                   R67 / R252
Delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.
De Grendel                     R60 / R227
Dry, perfumed and fruity rosé. Perfect for easy sipping on a sweltering day.
Mirabella                    R83 / R330
Generous aromas of strawberry, raspberry, kumquat and rhubarb. Notes of 
apricot, red plum, shortbread and cinnamon delicately join the bursting 
flavours of red apple and watermelon on the palate.
Chateau d’Esclans Whispering Angel                   R242 / R959
Charming, refreshing, refined with plenty of juicy, enticing strawberry 
and berry fruit.
Saronsberg Provenance Rosé                            R237
Fruity, easy drinking and well balanced with notes of plum and cherry.
Glen Carlou Rosé                            R296
Refreshing and vibrant on the palate showcasing red berry and rose petal 
undertones.
Anthonij Rupert Jean Roi Rosé             R610
The pale coral colour to its strawberry and peach aromatics. In the mouth 
it is simultaneously light, bright and vivacious while also being gentle.
Holden Manz Rothko             R398
The palate reflects the subtle flavours of strawberries, apricots and dark 
cherries which follow through from the nose.

RED WINE

Shiraz/Syrah
Fleur du Cap Essence                    R77 / R302
A deep ruby, purple colour with good intensity and brightness. The nose 
exhibits aromas of red cherry and raspberries with spicy notes and hints of 
white pepper. On the palate it is soft and juicy with lush tannins but still a 
great length and persistence.
Waterford Kevin Arnold                             R796
Dark fruit, clove, pepper and spice lead the aromatics of this Stellenbosch 
Shiraz.
Iona One Man Band                             R694
Elegant with ripe, juicy red and black fruit. Lovely white pepper and sweet, 
exotic spice on the nose.

Merlot
Spier Signature                    R68 / R240
Ripe blackberry, plum and an undertone of eucalyptus and mint.
Fleur du Cap                      R78 / R305
Soft rich fruit, subtle cherries and oak spices.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R209
A good herbaceous nose and dark berry to back it. Solid palate with good 
mouthfeel and lingering finish.
Zevenwacht                              R380
Red and black fruit with plum. Smooth tannins. Slight chocolatey hints 
and a good finish.
Franschhoek Cellars                             R248
Vibrant plum red with a direct core of black cherry and mulberry aromas.

Pinotage
Warwick First Lady                    R71 / R278
Lashings of rich black cherries and ripe strawberry elements with a velvety 
texture, and hints of milk chocolate.
Diemersfontein                     R106 / R416
Rich, dark chocolate and freshly brewed co�ee, with a hint of mint 
and baked plum.
Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve                           R475
Dark ruby red tinge. Notes of plum and prunes, sweet red fruit, cedarwood, 
hints of cinnamon and rich dark chocolate.
Spier 21 Gables                              R955
Crushed violets, caramelised cherry, hints of spice and dark chocolate.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Neederberg The Winemasters                             R68 / R285
Rich, bold and full-bodied, bursting with notes of berry and plum. Hints of 
vanilla spice, firm, but supple tannins.
Warwick First Lady                   R84 / R315
Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and blackberry with a fresh bouncy whack of 
red fruit.
Glen Carlou                   R458
Blackcurrant cassis, red berry and bell pepper undertones, with hints of cedar 
and tobacco spice.
Ernie Els                      R310
Notes of coconut, vanilla, raspberry and sweet spice. This leads to a polished, 
supple palate opening to hints of fine white chocolate.
Boschendal Stellenbosch                            R659
Ripe fruit expression with prominent black fruit and spice, hints of tobacco 
and pepper spice. Some sweet cherry notes.

Pinot Noir
Lourensford Dome                   R91 / R355
Notes of cherry and blackberry with some big tannins, almost a candyfloss 
and Turkish delight nose with a full volume finish.
Iona Mr P                  R445
Cherry and red berry nose with a lovely texture of sweet cherry fruit 
and spicy undertones.

Red Blends/Others
Spier Creative Block 3                     R140 / R533
Notes of Violet, pomegranate and mulberry with spicy flavours of 
black pepper and coriander.
Rupert & Rothschild Classique                            R519
Cranberry and raspberry with an earthy, mineral focus, lingering cinnamon 
and walnut finish.
Anthonij Rupert Optima                              R591
Seductive interplay of spice with red and blackberry fruit on both the nose 
and the palate. 
Fat Bastard Golden Reserve                            R405
Full-bodied with bold tannins. Deep purple colour with flavours and aromas 
of oak and dark fruit.
Meerlust Rubicon                            R1257
Very classic Rubicon nose with violet, ripe plum, cedarwood and intense 
spiciness.
Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block                             R710
Dark fruit with a bright, spicy finish.
Warwick Professor Pitch Black          R560
Dark berries, wild strawberries, violets, and herbs fill the glass.The palate
is rich and textured with fine grained tannins and a bright and
piercing freshness.

Almost Zero Wines
Van Loveren Wonderful White                               R196
Delicate flavours of apple, citrus and tropical fruit with a crisp and lingering
after taste.
Van Loveren Radiant Red                   R196
Smooth and fruit-forward with flavours of ripe mulberry.

    

 

 

 

 

 

  



Grand House Wines
Grand Rosé            R57 / R221
Deep blush tones with notes of cherry and strawberry, followed by 
crisp summer fruit salad.
Grand Sauvignon Blanc                 R57 / R221
Packed with fruit, spice and crisp freshness.
Grand Red             R57 / R221
Multiple layers of fruit, soft tannins and a lingering finish.
Suzette Cuvée Brut              R195 / R920 / R3000
Light and bright in appearance, with displays of flint and 
expressive tropical fruit flavours.

WHITE WINES, SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE    

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling
Pongrácz Brut NV             R97 / R470
Layers of toast and ripe fruits, enlivened by a firm mousse and 
persistent bead.
Pongrácz Rosé                    R97 / R470
Delicate yeasty tones, layered with toast and ripe fruit, enlivened by a firm 
mousse and persistent bead.
L’Ormarins Brut Classique         R105 / R515
Elegant, fresh and lively - this wine is rich in minerality with hints of brioche, citrus 
and appley notes. Good vibrancy on the nose with perfumey notes balancing the 
ripe fruitiness and fresh lime character. The palate displays a crisp natural acidity, 
however rounded with a creamy texture and a long, pleasant finish.
L’Ormarins Rose Brut Classique        R105 / R515
Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance.Delicious whi�s of charming 
raspberry and strawberry aromas vie with a peppery spice nuance on the nose. 
The palate is vivid with lively bubbles of bright red berries and a crisp acidity.
L’Ormarins Brut Rose Vintage        R550
Eye-catching faint salmon pink hue. Bubbles rise in a consistent vigorous, lively 
stream. Gentle berry notes on the nose – strawberry and raspberry with a slight 
cream and biscuit nuance. The palate is vibrant and lively with crisp berry fruit 
flavours – raspberries and strawberries that are still a touch tart – but deliciously so.
L’Ormarins Private Cuvee         R1350
With a pale onion skin hue, L’Ormarins Private Cuvée o�ers a vigorous bead of 
fine, pristine bubbles and aromas of yeast with underlying red berries and stone fruit. 
These nuances are rounded by subtle honeyed note. As you take your first sip, 
your palate is met with tangy and refreshing flavours of lemon and marmalade.
Krone Borealis                   R504
Complex yet elegant with hints of brioche, walnut and a zingy finish that 
leaves a wonderful scent of stewed pear.
Graham Beck Brut        R565
Creamy green fruits and yellow floral on the nose. Fresh and fruity style.
Graham Beck Brut Rosé            R565
Raspberry, cherry and a few secondary whi�s of minerality. A lively mousse, 
but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours.
Krone Brut Rosé                        R335
Pomegranate and cut red apple. Fine, creamy mousse with a punch of juicy, 
rich berry.
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut           R465
Fresh floral flavours, hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavours of red berry 
and baked apple add complexity.
Pongrácz Noble Nectar                       R512
Sweet and full of sparkle. 
Boschendal Brut                     R542
Enticing lemon cream and almond biscotti precede lovely layers of citrus 
and a long, fresh finish.
Spier Methode Cap Classique Brut               R467
Fresh clean nose with hints of apple and biscuits.
Durbanville Hills Sparkling           R300
Notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, pineapple, peach and tropical fruit.
Pongrácz Desiderius                  R1474
Citrus, apple and nuts on the palate. Medium body with creamy note.
Cinzano To-Spritz               R556
Crisp and well balanced acidity with just enough residual sugar to add a 
touch of smoothness.
Vergelegen Brut         R900
Lovely fine mousse with a hint of toast, citrus, spice and baked apples. 
Long, lingering and refreshing aftertaste.

 Prosecco
Martini                           R109 / R530 
Pear, quince and elderflower with hints of apple, peach and honeycomb. 
Cinzano           R555 
An aromatic, dry sparkling wine made from white Muscat grapes specially 
selected from the best vineyards of the Colline Trevigiane in Northern Italy.  
Zardetto Prosecco Tradizione          R850
Lemon-yellow in colour with elegant, refined bubbles that form a hearty 
white froth. Aromas of white flowers, apricot and herbs create a delicately 
soft bouquet. The palate is comprised of citrus, orange blossoms and stone 
fruits. Fresh citrus and floral notes linger on the finish. 

Champagne
Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label                   R2380
Complex aromas of ripe apple and beautiful ripe fruit.
Veuve Clicquot Rich                  R3215
Lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes and a silky finish. 
Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé                                                                                 R2915
Flavours of raspberry, toast, orange peel and ground ginger.

Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial                          R2670                                                      
An intense, fruity bouquet of stone fruit with notes of raspberry. Sweetness 
of caramel and quince jelly and acidity of grapefruit and ginger.
Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV                  R2100 
Revealing apple, pear and yellow peach, honey, floral nuances and elegant 
blonde notes.
Moët & Chandon Rosé Impérial                                R2540                                
Lots of lively raspberry, elegant, racy and seamless with lasting flavours
G.H. Mumm Brut Grand Cordon                        R2180
A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and a hint 
of toast.    
G.H. Mumm Grand Cordon Rosé                      R2550
Notes of fresh summer berries with hints of caramel and vanilla.
Luc Belaire Luxe                      R1605
The wine is perfectly presented complements that the rich is yet refreshing cuvée 
within. The stunning bottle is painted an elegant snow white, with an opulent gold silk
screened label and matching gold foil treatment on its neck and capsule.
Luc Belaire Rare Rosé                      R1605
A dramatically beautiful sparkling rose: a rich, vibrant pink color. A rich red fruit 
bouquet precedes an elegant palate of strawberry and black currant, resulting in a
perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body, and finish: refreshing but not too sweet. 
Luc Belaire Gold                      R1605
Balanced and elegant, the wine begins with aromas of stone fruits, ripe pear, and 
brioche. Tropical notes of mango complement fresh Chardonnay fruit and limestone
on the palate. Finely structured and delicate, the wine has a light, dry finish. 
G.H Mumm Demi-Sec                      R2670
Fruity, rich and intense on the nose with aromas of soft peach, pear 
and tropical fruit, backed by hints of honey and vanilla.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial Rosé                  R2730
A glowing pink with notes of red berry and summer fruit. A harmonious 
balance of fruitiness and freshness.

Chardonnay
Warwick First Lady                    R72 / R278
Floral notes of citrus peel and ginger. Fresh with a touch of toasty French 
oak and light, fruity, soft citrus on the palate.
Spier Seaward              R83 / R324
Juicy stone fruit flavours balanced by a nice acidity.
Durbanville Hills The Cableway                           R95 / R370
Citrus, orange blossoms and peach notes on the nose, kiwi fruit, peach 
and winter melon on the palate.
Fat Bastard                     R270
Nicely oaked with butter, apricot and honey and ripe fruit flavours on the 
followthrough.
Ernest Gouws & Co                             R315
Lightly wooded, elegant and rich with delicate notes of stone fruit, orange 
peel and fresh almonds. 
Hamilton Russell                             R1542
Unusually prominent pear and lime fruit aromas.
Steenberg Fleet Sphynx                            R493
Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch and vanilla jump out of the 
glass. The palate is soft and smooth with hints of stone fruits, citrus 
and custard like creaminess on the finish. 

Sauvignon Blanc
Spier Signature                   R60 / R230
Aromas of full tropical fruit, yellow pepper and herbal fynbos 
grassiness.
Warwick First Lady            R71 / R280
An abundance of fig, passion fruit, gooseberry, grapefruit and lime aromas.
De Grendel          R325
Clean, fresh and zippy tastes with bags of richly flavoured, beautifully 
balanced fruit.
Iona                 R455
Granadilla and pineapple on the nose, as well as lime and a little jasmine.
Creation                           R359
Aromas of elderflower, minerals and tropical fruit. 
Klein Constantia                        R451
Bright and light in colour with aromas of white peach and berry.
Delaire Gra� Coastal Cuvee         R451
Tropical and light citrus flavours with a strong presence of minerality. 
A lovely lime-yellow colour with a very crisp taste.
Southern Right                               R415
Flavours of grapefruit and orange peel with a hint of dill.
Ken Forrester Reserve                              R251
A mix of tangy grassy notes, fig leaf, peach and nectarine.
Brampton                              R235
Expressive tropical fruit salad aromas are followed by underlying green fig 
and apple notes.

Chenin Blanc
Fleur du Cap                      R68 / R238
Appealing notes of winter melon, white blossoms, sandalwood and 
fresh citrus.
Ken Forrester Petit        R47 / R175
Crisp green apple on the nose and palate with balanced acidity and 
a satisfying finish.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R290
Vivid peach, apricot and melon aromas on the nose. A lively entry to the 
palate with ample fresh fruit, balanced by crisp and refreshing acidity.
Spier 21 Gables                              R696
Pale gold with lemon-rind rim. Notes of soft dried apricots with an oak 
and vanilla undertow.

Van Loveren                              R208
Perfumy aromas of quince, guava and delightful Granny Smith apple.
Cavalli Reserve          R435
Crisp layers of tropical and stone fruits complimented by notes of vanilla, 
honey and spiced oak.

White Blends/Others
Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc                     R56 / R135
A light yet fruity palate of gooseberry, green melon and hints of green 
pepper.
Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir                   R78 / R290
An abundance of zesty fruit, most notably white peach, lychee and 
red fruit.
Spier Signature Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R170
Light salmon pink with aromas of strawberry and yellow apple and a crisp 
fruity finish.
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R300
Sun dried strawberries and chunky watermelon, the brilliant citrus and 
backbone from the Chardonnay and the raspberry/red currant notes 
from the Pinot Noir.

 Rosé
Delaire Gra� Cabernet Franc Rosé                    R83 / R323
Flavours of ripe strawberry, cassis, candyfloss and dark red berry.
Warwick First Lady                   R67 / R252
Delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.
De Grendel                     R60 / R227
Dry, perfumed and fruity rosé. Perfect for easy sipping on a sweltering day.
Mirabella                    R83 / R330
Generous aromas of strawberry, raspberry, kumquat and rhubarb. Notes of 
apricot, red plum, shortbread and cinnamon delicately join the bursting 
flavours of red apple and watermelon on the palate.
Chateau d’Esclans Whispering Angel                   R242 / R959
Charming, refreshing, refined with plenty of juicy, enticing strawberry 
and berry fruit.
Saronsberg Provenance Rosé                            R237
Fruity, easy drinking and well balanced with notes of plum and cherry.
Glen Carlou Rosé                            R296
Refreshing and vibrant on the palate showcasing red berry and rose petal 
undertones.
Anthonij Rupert Jean Roi Rosé             R610
The pale coral colour to its strawberry and peach aromatics. In the mouth 
it is simultaneously light, bright and vivacious while also being gentle.
Holden Manz Rothko             R398
The palate reflects the subtle flavours of strawberries, apricots and dark 
cherries which follow through from the nose.

RED WINE

Shiraz/Syrah
Fleur du Cap Essence                    R77 / R302
A deep ruby, purple colour with good intensity and brightness. The nose 
exhibits aromas of red cherry and raspberries with spicy notes and hints of 
white pepper. On the palate it is soft and juicy with lush tannins but still a 
great length and persistence.
Waterford Kevin Arnold                             R796
Dark fruit, clove, pepper and spice lead the aromatics of this Stellenbosch 
Shiraz.
Iona One Man Band                             R694
Elegant with ripe, juicy red and black fruit. Lovely white pepper and sweet, 
exotic spice on the nose.

Merlot
Spier Signature                    R68 / R240
Ripe blackberry, plum and an undertone of eucalyptus and mint.
Fleur du Cap                      R78 / R305
Soft rich fruit, subtle cherries and oak spices.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R209
A good herbaceous nose and dark berry to back it. Solid palate with good 
mouthfeel and lingering finish.
Zevenwacht                              R380
Red and black fruit with plum. Smooth tannins. Slight chocolatey hints 
and a good finish.
Franschhoek Cellars                             R248
Vibrant plum red with a direct core of black cherry and mulberry aromas.

Pinotage
Warwick First Lady                    R71 / R278
Lashings of rich black cherries and ripe strawberry elements with a velvety 
texture, and hints of milk chocolate.
Diemersfontein                     R106 / R416
Rich, dark chocolate and freshly brewed co�ee, with a hint of mint 
and baked plum.
Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve                           R475
Dark ruby red tinge. Notes of plum and prunes, sweet red fruit, cedarwood, 
hints of cinnamon and rich dark chocolate.
Spier 21 Gables                              R955
Crushed violets, caramelised cherry, hints of spice and dark chocolate.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Neederberg The Winemasters                             R68 / R285
Rich, bold and full-bodied, bursting with notes of berry and plum. Hints of 
vanilla spice, firm, but supple tannins.
Warwick First Lady                   R84 / R315
Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and blackberry with a fresh bouncy whack of 
red fruit.
Glen Carlou                   R458
Blackcurrant cassis, red berry and bell pepper undertones, with hints of cedar 
and tobacco spice.
Ernie Els                      R310
Notes of coconut, vanilla, raspberry and sweet spice. This leads to a polished, 
supple palate opening to hints of fine white chocolate.
Boschendal Stellenbosch                            R659
Ripe fruit expression with prominent black fruit and spice, hints of tobacco 
and pepper spice. Some sweet cherry notes.

Pinot Noir
Lourensford Dome                   R91 / R355
Notes of cherry and blackberry with some big tannins, almost a candyfloss 
and Turkish delight nose with a full volume finish.
Iona Mr P                  R445
Cherry and red berry nose with a lovely texture of sweet cherry fruit 
and spicy undertones.

Red Blends/Others
Spier Creative Block 3                     R140 / R533
Notes of Violet, pomegranate and mulberry with spicy flavours of 
black pepper and coriander.
Rupert & Rothschild Classique                            R519
Cranberry and raspberry with an earthy, mineral focus, lingering cinnamon 
and walnut finish.
Anthonij Rupert Optima                              R591
Seductive interplay of spice with red and blackberry fruit on both the nose 
and the palate. 
Fat Bastard Golden Reserve                            R405
Full-bodied with bold tannins. Deep purple colour with flavours and aromas 
of oak and dark fruit.
Meerlust Rubicon                            R1257
Very classic Rubicon nose with violet, ripe plum, cedarwood and intense 
spiciness.
Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block                             R710
Dark fruit with a bright, spicy finish.
Warwick Professor Pitch Black          R560
Dark berries, wild strawberries, violets, and herbs fill the glass.The palate
is rich and textured with fine grained tannins and a bright and
piercing freshness.

Almost Zero Wines
Van Loveren Wonderful White                               R196
Delicate flavours of apple, citrus and tropical fruit with a crisp and lingering
after taste.
Van Loveren Radiant Red                   R196
Smooth and fruit-forward with flavours of ripe mulberry.

    

 

 

 

 

 

  



Grand House Wines
Grand Rosé            R57 / R221
Deep blush tones with notes of cherry and strawberry, followed by 
crisp summer fruit salad.
Grand Sauvignon Blanc                 R57 / R221
Packed with fruit, spice and crisp freshness.
Grand Red             R57 / R221
Multiple layers of fruit, soft tannins and a lingering finish.
Suzette Cuvée Brut              R195 / R920 / R3000
Light and bright in appearance, with displays of flint and 
expressive tropical fruit flavours.

WHITE WINES, SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE    

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling
Pongrácz Brut NV             R97 / R470
Layers of toast and ripe fruits, enlivened by a firm mousse and 
persistent bead.
Pongrácz Rosé                    R97 / R470
Delicate yeasty tones, layered with toast and ripe fruit, enlivened by a firm 
mousse and persistent bead.
L’Ormarins Brut Classique         R105 / R515
Elegant, fresh and lively - this wine is rich in minerality with hints of brioche, citrus 
and appley notes. Good vibrancy on the nose with perfumey notes balancing the 
ripe fruitiness and fresh lime character. The palate displays a crisp natural acidity, 
however rounded with a creamy texture and a long, pleasant finish.
L’Ormarins Rose Brut Classique        R105 / R515
Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance.Delicious whi�s of charming 
raspberry and strawberry aromas vie with a peppery spice nuance on the nose. 
The palate is vivid with lively bubbles of bright red berries and a crisp acidity.
L’Ormarins Brut Rose Vintage        R550
Eye-catching faint salmon pink hue. Bubbles rise in a consistent vigorous, lively 
stream. Gentle berry notes on the nose – strawberry and raspberry with a slight 
cream and biscuit nuance. The palate is vibrant and lively with crisp berry fruit 
flavours – raspberries and strawberries that are still a touch tart – but deliciously so.
L’Ormarins Private Cuvee         R1350
With a pale onion skin hue, L’Ormarins Private Cuvée o�ers a vigorous bead of 
fine, pristine bubbles and aromas of yeast with underlying red berries and stone fruit. 
These nuances are rounded by subtle honeyed note. As you take your first sip, 
your palate is met with tangy and refreshing flavours of lemon and marmalade.
Krone Borealis                   R504
Complex yet elegant with hints of brioche, walnut and a zingy finish that 
leaves a wonderful scent of stewed pear.
Graham Beck Brut        R565
Creamy green fruits and yellow floral on the nose. Fresh and fruity style.
Graham Beck Brut Rosé            R565
Raspberry, cherry and a few secondary whi�s of minerality. A lively mousse, 
but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours.
Krone Brut Rosé                        R335
Pomegranate and cut red apple. Fine, creamy mousse with a punch of juicy, 
rich berry.
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut           R465
Fresh floral flavours, hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavours of red berry 
and baked apple add complexity.
Pongrácz Noble Nectar                       R512
Sweet and full of sparkle. 
Boschendal Brut                     R542
Enticing lemon cream and almond biscotti precede lovely layers of citrus 
and a long, fresh finish.
Spier Methode Cap Classique Brut               R467
Fresh clean nose with hints of apple and biscuits.
Durbanville Hills Sparkling           R300
Notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, pineapple, peach and tropical fruit.
Pongrácz Desiderius                  R1474
Citrus, apple and nuts on the palate. Medium body with creamy note.
Cinzano To-Spritz               R556
Crisp and well balanced acidity with just enough residual sugar to add a 
touch of smoothness.
Vergelegen Brut         R900
Lovely fine mousse with a hint of toast, citrus, spice and baked apples. 
Long, lingering and refreshing aftertaste.

 Prosecco
Martini                           R109 / R530 
Pear, quince and elderflower with hints of apple, peach and honeycomb. 
Cinzano           R555 
An aromatic, dry sparkling wine made from white Muscat grapes specially 
selected from the best vineyards of the Colline Trevigiane in Northern Italy.  
Zardetto Prosecco Tradizione          R850
Lemon-yellow in colour with elegant, refined bubbles that form a hearty 
white froth. Aromas of white flowers, apricot and herbs create a delicately 
soft bouquet. The palate is comprised of citrus, orange blossoms and stone 
fruits. Fresh citrus and floral notes linger on the finish. 

Champagne
Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label                   R2380
Complex aromas of ripe apple and beautiful ripe fruit.
Veuve Clicquot Rich                  R3215
Lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes and a silky finish. 
Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé                                                                                 R2915
Flavours of raspberry, toast, orange peel and ground ginger.

Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial                          R2670                                                      
An intense, fruity bouquet of stone fruit with notes of raspberry. Sweetness 
of caramel and quince jelly and acidity of grapefruit and ginger.
Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV                  R2100 
Revealing apple, pear and yellow peach, honey, floral nuances and elegant 
blonde notes.
Moët & Chandon Rosé Impérial                                R2540                                
Lots of lively raspberry, elegant, racy and seamless with lasting flavours
G.H. Mumm Brut Grand Cordon                        R2180
A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and a hint 
of toast.    
G.H. Mumm Grand Cordon Rosé                      R2550
Notes of fresh summer berries with hints of caramel and vanilla.
Luc Belaire Luxe                      R1605
The wine is perfectly presented complements that the rich is yet refreshing cuvée 
within. The stunning bottle is painted an elegant snow white, with an opulent gold silk
screened label and matching gold foil treatment on its neck and capsule.
Luc Belaire Rare Rosé                      R1605
A dramatically beautiful sparkling rose: a rich, vibrant pink color. A rich red fruit 
bouquet precedes an elegant palate of strawberry and black currant, resulting in a
perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body, and finish: refreshing but not too sweet. 
Luc Belaire Gold                      R1605
Balanced and elegant, the wine begins with aromas of stone fruits, ripe pear, and 
brioche. Tropical notes of mango complement fresh Chardonnay fruit and limestone
on the palate. Finely structured and delicate, the wine has a light, dry finish. 
G.H Mumm Demi-Sec                      R2670
Fruity, rich and intense on the nose with aromas of soft peach, pear 
and tropical fruit, backed by hints of honey and vanilla.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial Rosé                  R2730
A glowing pink with notes of red berry and summer fruit. A harmonious 
balance of fruitiness and freshness.

Chardonnay
Warwick First Lady                    R72 / R278
Floral notes of citrus peel and ginger. Fresh with a touch of toasty French 
oak and light, fruity, soft citrus on the palate.
Spier Seaward              R83 / R324
Juicy stone fruit flavours balanced by a nice acidity.
Durbanville Hills The Cableway                           R95 / R370
Citrus, orange blossoms and peach notes on the nose, kiwi fruit, peach 
and winter melon on the palate.
Fat Bastard                     R270
Nicely oaked with butter, apricot and honey and ripe fruit flavours on the 
followthrough.
Ernest Gouws & Co                             R315
Lightly wooded, elegant and rich with delicate notes of stone fruit, orange 
peel and fresh almonds. 
Hamilton Russell                             R1542
Unusually prominent pear and lime fruit aromas.
Steenberg Fleet Sphynx                            R493
Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch and vanilla jump out of the 
glass. The palate is soft and smooth with hints of stone fruits, citrus 
and custard like creaminess on the finish. 

Sauvignon Blanc
Spier Signature                   R60 / R230
Aromas of full tropical fruit, yellow pepper and herbal fynbos 
grassiness.
Warwick First Lady            R71 / R280
An abundance of fig, passion fruit, gooseberry, grapefruit and lime aromas.
De Grendel          R325
Clean, fresh and zippy tastes with bags of richly flavoured, beautifully 
balanced fruit.
Iona                 R455
Granadilla and pineapple on the nose, as well as lime and a little jasmine.
Creation                           R359
Aromas of elderflower, minerals and tropical fruit. 
Klein Constantia                        R451
Bright and light in colour with aromas of white peach and berry.
Delaire Gra� Coastal Cuvee         R451
Tropical and light citrus flavours with a strong presence of minerality. 
A lovely lime-yellow colour with a very crisp taste.
Southern Right                               R415
Flavours of grapefruit and orange peel with a hint of dill.
Ken Forrester Reserve                              R251
A mix of tangy grassy notes, fig leaf, peach and nectarine.
Brampton                              R235
Expressive tropical fruit salad aromas are followed by underlying green fig 
and apple notes.

Chenin Blanc
Fleur du Cap                      R68 / R238
Appealing notes of winter melon, white blossoms, sandalwood and 
fresh citrus.
Ken Forrester Petit        R47 / R175
Crisp green apple on the nose and palate with balanced acidity and 
a satisfying finish.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R290
Vivid peach, apricot and melon aromas on the nose. A lively entry to the 
palate with ample fresh fruit, balanced by crisp and refreshing acidity.
Spier 21 Gables                              R696
Pale gold with lemon-rind rim. Notes of soft dried apricots with an oak 
and vanilla undertow.

Van Loveren                              R208
Perfumy aromas of quince, guava and delightful Granny Smith apple.
Cavalli Reserve          R435
Crisp layers of tropical and stone fruits complimented by notes of vanilla, 
honey and spiced oak.

White Blends/Others
Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc                     R56 / R135
A light yet fruity palate of gooseberry, green melon and hints of green 
pepper.
Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir                   R78 / R290
An abundance of zesty fruit, most notably white peach, lychee and 
red fruit.
Spier Signature Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R170
Light salmon pink with aromas of strawberry and yellow apple and a crisp 
fruity finish.
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R300
Sun dried strawberries and chunky watermelon, the brilliant citrus and 
backbone from the Chardonnay and the raspberry/red currant notes 
from the Pinot Noir.

 Rosé
Delaire Gra� Cabernet Franc Rosé                    R83 / R323
Flavours of ripe strawberry, cassis, candyfloss and dark red berry.
Warwick First Lady                   R67 / R252
Delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.
De Grendel                     R60 / R227
Dry, perfumed and fruity rosé. Perfect for easy sipping on a sweltering day.
Mirabella                    R83 / R330
Generous aromas of strawberry, raspberry, kumquat and rhubarb. Notes of 
apricot, red plum, shortbread and cinnamon delicately join the bursting 
flavours of red apple and watermelon on the palate.
Chateau d’Esclans Whispering Angel                   R242 / R959
Charming, refreshing, refined with plenty of juicy, enticing strawberry 
and berry fruit.
Saronsberg Provenance Rosé                            R237
Fruity, easy drinking and well balanced with notes of plum and cherry.
Glen Carlou Rosé                            R296
Refreshing and vibrant on the palate showcasing red berry and rose petal 
undertones.
Anthonij Rupert Jean Roi Rosé             R610
The pale coral colour to its strawberry and peach aromatics. In the mouth 
it is simultaneously light, bright and vivacious while also being gentle.
Holden Manz Rothko             R398
The palate reflects the subtle flavours of strawberries, apricots and dark 
cherries which follow through from the nose.

RED WINE

Shiraz/Syrah
Fleur du Cap Essence                    R77 / R302
A deep ruby, purple colour with good intensity and brightness. The nose 
exhibits aromas of red cherry and raspberries with spicy notes and hints of 
white pepper. On the palate it is soft and juicy with lush tannins but still a 
great length and persistence.
Waterford Kevin Arnold                             R796
Dark fruit, clove, pepper and spice lead the aromatics of this Stellenbosch 
Shiraz.
Iona One Man Band                             R694
Elegant with ripe, juicy red and black fruit. Lovely white pepper and sweet, 
exotic spice on the nose.

Merlot
Spier Signature                    R68 / R240
Ripe blackberry, plum and an undertone of eucalyptus and mint.
Fleur du Cap                      R78 / R305
Soft rich fruit, subtle cherries and oak spices.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R209
A good herbaceous nose and dark berry to back it. Solid palate with good 
mouthfeel and lingering finish.
Zevenwacht                              R380
Red and black fruit with plum. Smooth tannins. Slight chocolatey hints 
and a good finish.
Franschhoek Cellars                             R248
Vibrant plum red with a direct core of black cherry and mulberry aromas.

Pinotage
Warwick First Lady                    R71 / R278
Lashings of rich black cherries and ripe strawberry elements with a velvety 
texture, and hints of milk chocolate.
Diemersfontein                     R106 / R416
Rich, dark chocolate and freshly brewed co�ee, with a hint of mint 
and baked plum.
Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve                           R475
Dark ruby red tinge. Notes of plum and prunes, sweet red fruit, cedarwood, 
hints of cinnamon and rich dark chocolate.
Spier 21 Gables                              R955
Crushed violets, caramelised cherry, hints of spice and dark chocolate.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Neederberg The Winemasters                             R68 / R285
Rich, bold and full-bodied, bursting with notes of berry and plum. Hints of 
vanilla spice, firm, but supple tannins.
Warwick First Lady                   R84 / R315
Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and blackberry with a fresh bouncy whack of 
red fruit.
Glen Carlou                   R458
Blackcurrant cassis, red berry and bell pepper undertones, with hints of cedar 
and tobacco spice.
Ernie Els                      R310
Notes of coconut, vanilla, raspberry and sweet spice. This leads to a polished, 
supple palate opening to hints of fine white chocolate.
Boschendal Stellenbosch                            R659
Ripe fruit expression with prominent black fruit and spice, hints of tobacco 
and pepper spice. Some sweet cherry notes.

Pinot Noir
Lourensford Dome                   R91 / R355
Notes of cherry and blackberry with some big tannins, almost a candyfloss 
and Turkish delight nose with a full volume finish.
Iona Mr P                  R445
Cherry and red berry nose with a lovely texture of sweet cherry fruit 
and spicy undertones.

Red Blends/Others
Spier Creative Block 3                     R140 / R533
Notes of Violet, pomegranate and mulberry with spicy flavours of 
black pepper and coriander.
Rupert & Rothschild Classique                            R519
Cranberry and raspberry with an earthy, mineral focus, lingering cinnamon 
and walnut finish.
Anthonij Rupert Optima                              R591
Seductive interplay of spice with red and blackberry fruit on both the nose 
and the palate. 
Fat Bastard Golden Reserve                            R405
Full-bodied with bold tannins. Deep purple colour with flavours and aromas 
of oak and dark fruit.
Meerlust Rubicon                            R1257
Very classic Rubicon nose with violet, ripe plum, cedarwood and intense 
spiciness.
Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block                             R710
Dark fruit with a bright, spicy finish.
Warwick Professor Pitch Black          R560
Dark berries, wild strawberries, violets, and herbs fill the glass.The palate
is rich and textured with fine grained tannins and a bright and
piercing freshness.

Almost Zero Wines
Van Loveren Wonderful White                               R196
Delicate flavours of apple, citrus and tropical fruit with a crisp and lingering
after taste.
Van Loveren Radiant Red                   R196
Smooth and fruit-forward with flavours of ripe mulberry.

    

 

 

 

 

 

  



Grand House Wines
Grand Rosé            R57 / R221
Deep blush tones with notes of cherry and strawberry, followed by 
crisp summer fruit salad.
Grand Sauvignon Blanc                 R57 / R221
Packed with fruit, spice and crisp freshness.
Grand Red             R57 / R221
Multiple layers of fruit, soft tannins and a lingering finish.
Suzette Cuvée Brut              R195 / R920 / R3000
Light and bright in appearance, with displays of flint and 
expressive tropical fruit flavours.

WHITE WINES, SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE    

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling
Pongrácz Brut NV             R97 / R470
Layers of toast and ripe fruits, enlivened by a firm mousse and 
persistent bead.
Pongrácz Rosé                    R97 / R470
Delicate yeasty tones, layered with toast and ripe fruit, enlivened by a firm 
mousse and persistent bead.
L’Ormarins Brut Classique         R105 / R515
Elegant, fresh and lively - this wine is rich in minerality with hints of brioche, citrus 
and appley notes. Good vibrancy on the nose with perfumey notes balancing the 
ripe fruitiness and fresh lime character. The palate displays a crisp natural acidity, 
however rounded with a creamy texture and a long, pleasant finish.
L’Ormarins Rose Brut Classique        R105 / R515
Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance.Delicious whi�s of charming 
raspberry and strawberry aromas vie with a peppery spice nuance on the nose. 
The palate is vivid with lively bubbles of bright red berries and a crisp acidity.
L’Ormarins Brut Rose Vintage        R550
Eye-catching faint salmon pink hue. Bubbles rise in a consistent vigorous, lively 
stream. Gentle berry notes on the nose – strawberry and raspberry with a slight 
cream and biscuit nuance. The palate is vibrant and lively with crisp berry fruit 
flavours – raspberries and strawberries that are still a touch tart – but deliciously so.
L’Ormarins Private Cuvee         R1350
With a pale onion skin hue, L’Ormarins Private Cuvée o�ers a vigorous bead of 
fine, pristine bubbles and aromas of yeast with underlying red berries and stone fruit. 
These nuances are rounded by subtle honeyed note. As you take your first sip, 
your palate is met with tangy and refreshing flavours of lemon and marmalade.
Krone Borealis                   R504
Complex yet elegant with hints of brioche, walnut and a zingy finish that 
leaves a wonderful scent of stewed pear.
Graham Beck Brut        R565
Creamy green fruits and yellow floral on the nose. Fresh and fruity style.
Graham Beck Brut Rosé            R565
Raspberry, cherry and a few secondary whi�s of minerality. A lively mousse, 
but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours.
Krone Brut Rosé                        R335
Pomegranate and cut red apple. Fine, creamy mousse with a punch of juicy, 
rich berry.
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut           R465
Fresh floral flavours, hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavours of red berry 
and baked apple add complexity.
Pongrácz Noble Nectar                       R512
Sweet and full of sparkle. 
Boschendal Brut                     R542
Enticing lemon cream and almond biscotti precede lovely layers of citrus 
and a long, fresh finish.
Spier Methode Cap Classique Brut               R467
Fresh clean nose with hints of apple and biscuits.
Durbanville Hills Sparkling           R300
Notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, pineapple, peach and tropical fruit.
Pongrácz Desiderius                  R1474
Citrus, apple and nuts on the palate. Medium body with creamy note.
Cinzano To-Spritz               R556
Crisp and well balanced acidity with just enough residual sugar to add a 
touch of smoothness.
Vergelegen Brut         R900
Lovely fine mousse with a hint of toast, citrus, spice and baked apples. 
Long, lingering and refreshing aftertaste.

 Prosecco
Martini                           R109 / R530 
Pear, quince and elderflower with hints of apple, peach and honeycomb. 
Cinzano           R555 
An aromatic, dry sparkling wine made from white Muscat grapes specially 
selected from the best vineyards of the Colline Trevigiane in Northern Italy.  
Zardetto Prosecco Tradizione          R850
Lemon-yellow in colour with elegant, refined bubbles that form a hearty 
white froth. Aromas of white flowers, apricot and herbs create a delicately 
soft bouquet. The palate is comprised of citrus, orange blossoms and stone 
fruits. Fresh citrus and floral notes linger on the finish. 

Champagne
Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label                   R2380
Complex aromas of ripe apple and beautiful ripe fruit.
Veuve Clicquot Rich                  R3215
Lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes and a silky finish. 
Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé                                                                                 R2915
Flavours of raspberry, toast, orange peel and ground ginger.

Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial                          R2670                                                      
An intense, fruity bouquet of stone fruit with notes of raspberry. Sweetness 
of caramel and quince jelly and acidity of grapefruit and ginger.
Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV                  R2100 
Revealing apple, pear and yellow peach, honey, floral nuances and elegant 
blonde notes.
Moët & Chandon Rosé Impérial                                R2540                                
Lots of lively raspberry, elegant, racy and seamless with lasting flavours
G.H. Mumm Brut Grand Cordon                        R2180
A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and a hint 
of toast.    
G.H. Mumm Grand Cordon Rosé                      R2550
Notes of fresh summer berries with hints of caramel and vanilla.
Luc Belaire Luxe                      R1605
The wine is perfectly presented complements that the rich is yet refreshing cuvée 
within. The stunning bottle is painted an elegant snow white, with an opulent gold silk
screened label and matching gold foil treatment on its neck and capsule.
Luc Belaire Rare Rosé                      R1605
A dramatically beautiful sparkling rose: a rich, vibrant pink color. A rich red fruit 
bouquet precedes an elegant palate of strawberry and black currant, resulting in a
perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body, and finish: refreshing but not too sweet. 
Luc Belaire Gold                      R1605
Balanced and elegant, the wine begins with aromas of stone fruits, ripe pear, and 
brioche. Tropical notes of mango complement fresh Chardonnay fruit and limestone
on the palate. Finely structured and delicate, the wine has a light, dry finish. 
G.H Mumm Demi-Sec                      R2670
Fruity, rich and intense on the nose with aromas of soft peach, pear 
and tropical fruit, backed by hints of honey and vanilla.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial Rosé                  R2730
A glowing pink with notes of red berry and summer fruit. A harmonious 
balance of fruitiness and freshness.

Chardonnay
Warwick First Lady                    R72 / R278
Floral notes of citrus peel and ginger. Fresh with a touch of toasty French 
oak and light, fruity, soft citrus on the palate.
Spier Seaward              R83 / R324
Juicy stone fruit flavours balanced by a nice acidity.
Durbanville Hills The Cableway                           R95 / R370
Citrus, orange blossoms and peach notes on the nose, kiwi fruit, peach 
and winter melon on the palate.
Fat Bastard                     R270
Nicely oaked with butter, apricot and honey and ripe fruit flavours on the 
followthrough.
Ernest Gouws & Co                             R315
Lightly wooded, elegant and rich with delicate notes of stone fruit, orange 
peel and fresh almonds. 
Hamilton Russell                             R1542
Unusually prominent pear and lime fruit aromas.
Steenberg Fleet Sphynx                            R493
Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch and vanilla jump out of the 
glass. The palate is soft and smooth with hints of stone fruits, citrus 
and custard like creaminess on the finish. 

Sauvignon Blanc
Spier Signature                   R60 / R230
Aromas of full tropical fruit, yellow pepper and herbal fynbos 
grassiness.
Warwick First Lady            R71 / R280
An abundance of fig, passion fruit, gooseberry, grapefruit and lime aromas.
De Grendel          R325
Clean, fresh and zippy tastes with bags of richly flavoured, beautifully 
balanced fruit.
Iona                 R455
Granadilla and pineapple on the nose, as well as lime and a little jasmine.
Creation                           R359
Aromas of elderflower, minerals and tropical fruit. 
Klein Constantia                        R451
Bright and light in colour with aromas of white peach and berry.
Delaire Gra� Coastal Cuvee         R451
Tropical and light citrus flavours with a strong presence of minerality. 
A lovely lime-yellow colour with a very crisp taste.
Southern Right                               R415
Flavours of grapefruit and orange peel with a hint of dill.
Ken Forrester Reserve                              R251
A mix of tangy grassy notes, fig leaf, peach and nectarine.
Brampton                              R235
Expressive tropical fruit salad aromas are followed by underlying green fig 
and apple notes.

Chenin Blanc
Fleur du Cap                      R68 / R238
Appealing notes of winter melon, white blossoms, sandalwood and 
fresh citrus.
Ken Forrester Petit        R47 / R175
Crisp green apple on the nose and palate with balanced acidity and 
a satisfying finish.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R290
Vivid peach, apricot and melon aromas on the nose. A lively entry to the 
palate with ample fresh fruit, balanced by crisp and refreshing acidity.
Spier 21 Gables                              R696
Pale gold with lemon-rind rim. Notes of soft dried apricots with an oak 
and vanilla undertow.

Van Loveren                              R208
Perfumy aromas of quince, guava and delightful Granny Smith apple.
Cavalli Reserve          R435
Crisp layers of tropical and stone fruits complimented by notes of vanilla, 
honey and spiced oak.

White Blends/Others
Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc                     R56 / R135
A light yet fruity palate of gooseberry, green melon and hints of green 
pepper.
Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir                   R78 / R290
An abundance of zesty fruit, most notably white peach, lychee and 
red fruit.
Spier Signature Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R170
Light salmon pink with aromas of strawberry and yellow apple and a crisp 
fruity finish.
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R300
Sun dried strawberries and chunky watermelon, the brilliant citrus and 
backbone from the Chardonnay and the raspberry/red currant notes 
from the Pinot Noir.

 Rosé
Delaire Gra� Cabernet Franc Rosé                    R83 / R323
Flavours of ripe strawberry, cassis, candyfloss and dark red berry.
Warwick First Lady                   R67 / R252
Delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.
De Grendel                     R60 / R227
Dry, perfumed and fruity rosé. Perfect for easy sipping on a sweltering day.
Mirabella                    R83 / R330
Generous aromas of strawberry, raspberry, kumquat and rhubarb. Notes of 
apricot, red plum, shortbread and cinnamon delicately join the bursting 
flavours of red apple and watermelon on the palate.
Chateau d’Esclans Whispering Angel                   R242 / R959
Charming, refreshing, refined with plenty of juicy, enticing strawberry 
and berry fruit.
Saronsberg Provenance Rosé                            R237
Fruity, easy drinking and well balanced with notes of plum and cherry.
Glen Carlou Rosé                            R296
Refreshing and vibrant on the palate showcasing red berry and rose petal 
undertones.
Anthonij Rupert Jean Roi Rosé             R610
The pale coral colour to its strawberry and peach aromatics. In the mouth 
it is simultaneously light, bright and vivacious while also being gentle.
Holden Manz Rothko             R398
The palate reflects the subtle flavours of strawberries, apricots and dark 
cherries which follow through from the nose.

RED WINE

Shiraz/Syrah
Fleur du Cap Essence                    R77 / R302
A deep ruby, purple colour with good intensity and brightness. The nose 
exhibits aromas of red cherry and raspberries with spicy notes and hints of 
white pepper. On the palate it is soft and juicy with lush tannins but still a 
great length and persistence.
Waterford Kevin Arnold                             R796
Dark fruit, clove, pepper and spice lead the aromatics of this Stellenbosch 
Shiraz.
Iona One Man Band                             R694
Elegant with ripe, juicy red and black fruit. Lovely white pepper and sweet, 
exotic spice on the nose.

Merlot
Spier Signature                    R68 / R240
Ripe blackberry, plum and an undertone of eucalyptus and mint.
Fleur du Cap                      R78 / R305
Soft rich fruit, subtle cherries and oak spices.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R209
A good herbaceous nose and dark berry to back it. Solid palate with good 
mouthfeel and lingering finish.
Zevenwacht                              R380
Red and black fruit with plum. Smooth tannins. Slight chocolatey hints 
and a good finish.
Franschhoek Cellars                             R248
Vibrant plum red with a direct core of black cherry and mulberry aromas.

Pinotage
Warwick First Lady                    R71 / R278
Lashings of rich black cherries and ripe strawberry elements with a velvety 
texture, and hints of milk chocolate.
Diemersfontein                     R106 / R416
Rich, dark chocolate and freshly brewed co�ee, with a hint of mint 
and baked plum.
Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve                           R475
Dark ruby red tinge. Notes of plum and prunes, sweet red fruit, cedarwood, 
hints of cinnamon and rich dark chocolate.
Spier 21 Gables                              R955
Crushed violets, caramelised cherry, hints of spice and dark chocolate.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Neederberg The Winemasters                             R68 / R285
Rich, bold and full-bodied, bursting with notes of berry and plum. Hints of 
vanilla spice, firm, but supple tannins.
Warwick First Lady                   R84 / R315
Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and blackberry with a fresh bouncy whack of 
red fruit.
Glen Carlou                   R458
Blackcurrant cassis, red berry and bell pepper undertones, with hints of cedar 
and tobacco spice.
Ernie Els                      R310
Notes of coconut, vanilla, raspberry and sweet spice. This leads to a polished, 
supple palate opening to hints of fine white chocolate.
Boschendal Stellenbosch                            R659
Ripe fruit expression with prominent black fruit and spice, hints of tobacco 
and pepper spice. Some sweet cherry notes.

Pinot Noir
Lourensford Dome                   R91 / R355
Notes of cherry and blackberry with some big tannins, almost a candyfloss 
and Turkish delight nose with a full volume finish.
Iona Mr P                  R445
Cherry and red berry nose with a lovely texture of sweet cherry fruit 
and spicy undertones.

Red Blends/Others
Spier Creative Block 3                     R140 / R533
Notes of Violet, pomegranate and mulberry with spicy flavours of 
black pepper and coriander.
Rupert & Rothschild Classique                            R519
Cranberry and raspberry with an earthy, mineral focus, lingering cinnamon 
and walnut finish.
Anthonij Rupert Optima                              R591
Seductive interplay of spice with red and blackberry fruit on both the nose 
and the palate. 
Fat Bastard Golden Reserve                            R405
Full-bodied with bold tannins. Deep purple colour with flavours and aromas 
of oak and dark fruit.
Meerlust Rubicon                            R1257
Very classic Rubicon nose with violet, ripe plum, cedarwood and intense 
spiciness.
Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block                             R710
Dark fruit with a bright, spicy finish.
Warwick Professor Pitch Black          R560
Dark berries, wild strawberries, violets, and herbs fill the glass.The palate
is rich and textured with fine grained tannins and a bright and
piercing freshness.

Almost Zero Wines
Van Loveren Wonderful White                               R196
Delicate flavours of apple, citrus and tropical fruit with a crisp and lingering
after taste.
Van Loveren Radiant Red                   R196
Smooth and fruit-forward with flavours of ripe mulberry.

    

 

 

 

 

 

  



Grand House Wines
Grand Rosé            R57 / R221
Deep blush tones with notes of cherry and strawberry, followed by 
crisp summer fruit salad.
Grand Sauvignon Blanc                 R57 / R221
Packed with fruit, spice and crisp freshness.
Grand Red             R57 / R221
Multiple layers of fruit, soft tannins and a lingering finish.
Suzette Cuvée Brut              R195 / R920 / R3000
Light and bright in appearance, with displays of flint and 
expressive tropical fruit flavours.

WHITE WINES, SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE    

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling
Pongrácz Brut NV             R97 / R470
Layers of toast and ripe fruits, enlivened by a firm mousse and 
persistent bead.
Pongrácz Rosé                    R97 / R470
Delicate yeasty tones, layered with toast and ripe fruit, enlivened by a firm 
mousse and persistent bead.
L’Ormarins Brut Classique         R105 / R515
Elegant, fresh and lively - this wine is rich in minerality with hints of brioche, citrus 
and appley notes. Good vibrancy on the nose with perfumey notes balancing the 
ripe fruitiness and fresh lime character. The palate displays a crisp natural acidity, 
however rounded with a creamy texture and a long, pleasant finish.
L’Ormarins Rose Brut Classique        R105 / R515
Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance.Delicious whi�s of charming 
raspberry and strawberry aromas vie with a peppery spice nuance on the nose. 
The palate is vivid with lively bubbles of bright red berries and a crisp acidity.
L’Ormarins Brut Rose Vintage        R550
Eye-catching faint salmon pink hue. Bubbles rise in a consistent vigorous, lively 
stream. Gentle berry notes on the nose – strawberry and raspberry with a slight 
cream and biscuit nuance. The palate is vibrant and lively with crisp berry fruit 
flavours – raspberries and strawberries that are still a touch tart – but deliciously so.
L’Ormarins Private Cuvee         R1350
With a pale onion skin hue, L’Ormarins Private Cuvée o�ers a vigorous bead of 
fine, pristine bubbles and aromas of yeast with underlying red berries and stone fruit. 
These nuances are rounded by subtle honeyed note. As you take your first sip, 
your palate is met with tangy and refreshing flavours of lemon and marmalade.
Krone Borealis                   R504
Complex yet elegant with hints of brioche, walnut and a zingy finish that 
leaves a wonderful scent of stewed pear.
Graham Beck Brut        R565
Creamy green fruits and yellow floral on the nose. Fresh and fruity style.
Graham Beck Brut Rosé            R565
Raspberry, cherry and a few secondary whi�s of minerality. A lively mousse, 
but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours.
Krone Brut Rosé                        R335
Pomegranate and cut red apple. Fine, creamy mousse with a punch of juicy, 
rich berry.
Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut           R465
Fresh floral flavours, hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavours of red berry 
and baked apple add complexity.
Pongrácz Noble Nectar                       R512
Sweet and full of sparkle. 
Boschendal Brut                     R542
Enticing lemon cream and almond biscotti precede lovely layers of citrus 
and a long, fresh finish.
Spier Methode Cap Classique Brut               R467
Fresh clean nose with hints of apple and biscuits.
Durbanville Hills Sparkling           R300
Notes of gooseberry, passion fruit, pineapple, peach and tropical fruit.
Pongrácz Desiderius                  R1474
Citrus, apple and nuts on the palate. Medium body with creamy note.
Cinzano To-Spritz               R556
Crisp and well balanced acidity with just enough residual sugar to add a 
touch of smoothness.
Vergelegen Brut         R900
Lovely fine mousse with a hint of toast, citrus, spice and baked apples. 
Long, lingering and refreshing aftertaste.

 Prosecco
Martini                           R109 / R530 
Pear, quince and elderflower with hints of apple, peach and honeycomb. 
Cinzano           R555 
An aromatic, dry sparkling wine made from white Muscat grapes specially 
selected from the best vineyards of the Colline Trevigiane in Northern Italy.  
Zardetto Prosecco Tradizione          R850
Lemon-yellow in colour with elegant, refined bubbles that form a hearty 
white froth. Aromas of white flowers, apricot and herbs create a delicately 
soft bouquet. The palate is comprised of citrus, orange blossoms and stone 
fruits. Fresh citrus and floral notes linger on the finish. 

Champagne
Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label                   R2380
Complex aromas of ripe apple and beautiful ripe fruit.
Veuve Clicquot Rich                  R3215
Lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes and a silky finish. 
Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé                                                                                 R2915
Flavours of raspberry, toast, orange peel and ground ginger.

Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial                          R2670                                                      
An intense, fruity bouquet of stone fruit with notes of raspberry. Sweetness 
of caramel and quince jelly and acidity of grapefruit and ginger.
Moët & Chandon Brut Impérial NV                  R2100 
Revealing apple, pear and yellow peach, honey, floral nuances and elegant 
blonde notes.
Moët & Chandon Rosé Impérial                                R2540                                
Lots of lively raspberry, elegant, racy and seamless with lasting flavours
G.H. Mumm Brut Grand Cordon                        R2180
A long ageing provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and a hint 
of toast.    
G.H. Mumm Grand Cordon Rosé                      R2550
Notes of fresh summer berries with hints of caramel and vanilla.
Luc Belaire Luxe                      R1605
The wine is perfectly presented complements that the rich is yet refreshing cuvée 
within. The stunning bottle is painted an elegant snow white, with an opulent gold silk
screened label and matching gold foil treatment on its neck and capsule.
Luc Belaire Rare Rosé                      R1605
A dramatically beautiful sparkling rose: a rich, vibrant pink color. A rich red fruit 
bouquet precedes an elegant palate of strawberry and black currant, resulting in a
perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body, and finish: refreshing but not too sweet. 
Luc Belaire Gold                      R1605
Balanced and elegant, the wine begins with aromas of stone fruits, ripe pear, and 
brioche. Tropical notes of mango complement fresh Chardonnay fruit and limestone
on the palate. Finely structured and delicate, the wine has a light, dry finish. 
G.H Mumm Demi-Sec                      R2670
Fruity, rich and intense on the nose with aromas of soft peach, pear 
and tropical fruit, backed by hints of honey and vanilla.
Moët & Chandon Ice Impérial Rosé                  R2730
A glowing pink with notes of red berry and summer fruit. A harmonious 
balance of fruitiness and freshness.

Chardonnay
Warwick First Lady                    R72 / R278
Floral notes of citrus peel and ginger. Fresh with a touch of toasty French 
oak and light, fruity, soft citrus on the palate.
Spier Seaward              R83 / R324
Juicy stone fruit flavours balanced by a nice acidity.
Durbanville Hills The Cableway                           R95 / R370
Citrus, orange blossoms and peach notes on the nose, kiwi fruit, peach 
and winter melon on the palate.
Fat Bastard                     R270
Nicely oaked with butter, apricot and honey and ripe fruit flavours on the 
followthrough.
Ernest Gouws & Co                             R315
Lightly wooded, elegant and rich with delicate notes of stone fruit, orange 
peel and fresh almonds. 
Hamilton Russell                             R1542
Unusually prominent pear and lime fruit aromas.
Steenberg Fleet Sphynx                            R493
Notes of lime, peach, pear drop, butterscotch and vanilla jump out of the 
glass. The palate is soft and smooth with hints of stone fruits, citrus 
and custard like creaminess on the finish. 

Sauvignon Blanc
Spier Signature                   R60 / R230
Aromas of full tropical fruit, yellow pepper and herbal fynbos 
grassiness.
Warwick First Lady            R71 / R280
An abundance of fig, passion fruit, gooseberry, grapefruit and lime aromas.
De Grendel          R325
Clean, fresh and zippy tastes with bags of richly flavoured, beautifully 
balanced fruit.
Iona                 R455
Granadilla and pineapple on the nose, as well as lime and a little jasmine.
Creation                           R359
Aromas of elderflower, minerals and tropical fruit. 
Klein Constantia                        R451
Bright and light in colour with aromas of white peach and berry.
Delaire Gra� Coastal Cuvee         R451
Tropical and light citrus flavours with a strong presence of minerality. 
A lovely lime-yellow colour with a very crisp taste.
Southern Right                               R415
Flavours of grapefruit and orange peel with a hint of dill.
Ken Forrester Reserve                              R251
A mix of tangy grassy notes, fig leaf, peach and nectarine.
Brampton                              R235
Expressive tropical fruit salad aromas are followed by underlying green fig 
and apple notes.

Chenin Blanc
Fleur du Cap                      R68 / R238
Appealing notes of winter melon, white blossoms, sandalwood and 
fresh citrus.
Ken Forrester Petit        R47 / R175
Crisp green apple on the nose and palate with balanced acidity and 
a satisfying finish.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R290
Vivid peach, apricot and melon aromas on the nose. A lively entry to the 
palate with ample fresh fruit, balanced by crisp and refreshing acidity.
Spier 21 Gables                              R696
Pale gold with lemon-rind rim. Notes of soft dried apricots with an oak 
and vanilla undertow.

Van Loveren                              R208
Perfumy aromas of quince, guava and delightful Granny Smith apple.
Cavalli Reserve          R435
Crisp layers of tropical and stone fruits complimented by notes of vanilla, 
honey and spiced oak.

White Blends/Others
Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc                     R56 / R135
A light yet fruity palate of gooseberry, green melon and hints of green 
pepper.
Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir                   R78 / R290
An abundance of zesty fruit, most notably white peach, lychee and 
red fruit.
Spier Signature Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R170
Light salmon pink with aromas of strawberry and yellow apple and a crisp 
fruity finish.
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir                           R300
Sun dried strawberries and chunky watermelon, the brilliant citrus and 
backbone from the Chardonnay and the raspberry/red currant notes 
from the Pinot Noir.

 Rosé
Delaire Gra� Cabernet Franc Rosé                    R83 / R323
Flavours of ripe strawberry, cassis, candyfloss and dark red berry.
Warwick First Lady                   R67 / R252
Delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.
De Grendel                     R60 / R227
Dry, perfumed and fruity rosé. Perfect for easy sipping on a sweltering day.
Mirabella                    R83 / R330
Generous aromas of strawberry, raspberry, kumquat and rhubarb. Notes of 
apricot, red plum, shortbread and cinnamon delicately join the bursting 
flavours of red apple and watermelon on the palate.
Chateau d’Esclans Whispering Angel                   R242 / R959
Charming, refreshing, refined with plenty of juicy, enticing strawberry 
and berry fruit.
Saronsberg Provenance Rosé                            R237
Fruity, easy drinking and well balanced with notes of plum and cherry.
Glen Carlou Rosé                            R296
Refreshing and vibrant on the palate showcasing red berry and rose petal 
undertones.
Anthonij Rupert Jean Roi Rosé             R610
The pale coral colour to its strawberry and peach aromatics. In the mouth 
it is simultaneously light, bright and vivacious while also being gentle.
Holden Manz Rothko             R398
The palate reflects the subtle flavours of strawberries, apricots and dark 
cherries which follow through from the nose.

RED WINE

Shiraz/Syrah
Fleur du Cap Essence                    R77 / R302
A deep ruby, purple colour with good intensity and brightness. The nose 
exhibits aromas of red cherry and raspberries with spicy notes and hints of 
white pepper. On the palate it is soft and juicy with lush tannins but still a 
great length and persistence.
Waterford Kevin Arnold                             R796
Dark fruit, clove, pepper and spice lead the aromatics of this Stellenbosch 
Shiraz.
Iona One Man Band                             R694
Elegant with ripe, juicy red and black fruit. Lovely white pepper and sweet, 
exotic spice on the nose.

Merlot
Spier Signature                    R68 / R240
Ripe blackberry, plum and an undertone of eucalyptus and mint.
Fleur du Cap                      R78 / R305
Soft rich fruit, subtle cherries and oak spices.
Ernst Gouws & Co                   R209
A good herbaceous nose and dark berry to back it. Solid palate with good 
mouthfeel and lingering finish.
Zevenwacht                              R380
Red and black fruit with plum. Smooth tannins. Slight chocolatey hints 
and a good finish.
Franschhoek Cellars                             R248
Vibrant plum red with a direct core of black cherry and mulberry aromas.

Pinotage
Warwick First Lady                    R71 / R278
Lashings of rich black cherries and ripe strawberry elements with a velvety 
texture, and hints of milk chocolate.
Diemersfontein                     R106 / R416
Rich, dark chocolate and freshly brewed co�ee, with a hint of mint 
and baked plum.
Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve                           R475
Dark ruby red tinge. Notes of plum and prunes, sweet red fruit, cedarwood, 
hints of cinnamon and rich dark chocolate.
Spier 21 Gables                              R955
Crushed violets, caramelised cherry, hints of spice and dark chocolate.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Neederberg The Winemasters                             R68 / R285
Rich, bold and full-bodied, bursting with notes of berry and plum. Hints of 
vanilla spice, firm, but supple tannins.
Warwick First Lady                   R84 / R315
Wafts of liquorice, cigar box and blackberry with a fresh bouncy whack of 
red fruit.
Glen Carlou                   R458
Blackcurrant cassis, red berry and bell pepper undertones, with hints of cedar 
and tobacco spice.
Ernie Els                      R310
Notes of coconut, vanilla, raspberry and sweet spice. This leads to a polished, 
supple palate opening to hints of fine white chocolate.
Boschendal Stellenbosch                            R659
Ripe fruit expression with prominent black fruit and spice, hints of tobacco 
and pepper spice. Some sweet cherry notes.

Pinot Noir
Lourensford Dome                   R91 / R355
Notes of cherry and blackberry with some big tannins, almost a candyfloss 
and Turkish delight nose with a full volume finish.
Iona Mr P                  R445
Cherry and red berry nose with a lovely texture of sweet cherry fruit 
and spicy undertones.

Red Blends/Others
Spier Creative Block 3                     R140 / R533
Notes of Violet, pomegranate and mulberry with spicy flavours of 
black pepper and coriander.
Rupert & Rothschild Classique                            R519
Cranberry and raspberry with an earthy, mineral focus, lingering cinnamon 
and walnut finish.
Anthonij Rupert Optima                              R591
Seductive interplay of spice with red and blackberry fruit on both the nose 
and the palate. 
Fat Bastard Golden Reserve                            R405
Full-bodied with bold tannins. Deep purple colour with flavours and aromas 
of oak and dark fruit.
Meerlust Rubicon                            R1257
Very classic Rubicon nose with violet, ripe plum, cedarwood and intense 
spiciness.
Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block                             R710
Dark fruit with a bright, spicy finish.
Warwick Professor Pitch Black          R560
Dark berries, wild strawberries, violets, and herbs fill the glass.The palate
is rich and textured with fine grained tannins and a bright and
piercing freshness.

Almost Zero Wines
Van Loveren Wonderful White                               R196
Delicate flavours of apple, citrus and tropical fruit with a crisp and lingering
after taste.
Van Loveren Radiant Red                   R196
Smooth and fruit-forward with flavours of ripe mulberry.
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